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The Sloughi in the Maghrib – Past and Present 
 

In the area we call the Maghrib, a word that comes incidentally from the 
Arabic for the place where the sun sets, people have been using hounds for hunting 
over thousands of years. The earliest evidence is in the petroglyphs of hunting scenes 
with dogs from Tassili n’Ajjer in the south of Algeria dated to the end of the VI th 
millennium BC; and other more gracile hounds appear in rock paintings in the same 
area from the 2nd and 1st millennium BC. Once we move into Roman times the 
representation of such hounds, which the Romans may have called Vertragus, is quite 
common in the mosaics from villas and farms, particularly in Roman Tunisia. One of 
the best is a 3rd century AD mosaic discovered in El Djem in the ruins of the ancient 
city of Thysdrus.  

 
Figure 1:  Mosaic from El Djem, Tunisia 

 
Figure 2: Mosaic from Mt Nebo, Jordan 

It is interesting to note that an almost identical black hound can be seen in a 
mosaic from Mt Nebo in Jordan, which suggests that the Romans were using the same 
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kind of hound across their territory in North Africa and the Middle East. Later in the 
4-6th centuries the mosaics in Tunisia are often cruder but still show clearly similar 
hunting hounds, which are also replicated in Roman buildings in Syria and in Jordan. 
An illustration from the Kitāb al-Hayāwān (the Book of Animals) written by al-Jahiz 
in Iraq shows that in the 10th century artists were still employing the same flowing 
lines of a hound which was by then clearly described in Arabic as a Salūqī. 

After the coming of Islam to the Maghrib at the end of the 7th century the Arab 
shaikhs and their followers, particularly from the Bani Hilal tribe, arrived from 
Arabia, probably accompanied by their hounds with them, which they called Salūqī. 
Whether their hounds were the same as those already there is still an open question. 
At any rate with the Arabisation of the indigenous people of the Maghrib Salūqī was 
the word by which hunting hounds became known. 

 Salūqī is a word inherited from the pre-Islamic Arabs of Arabia, which is 
mentioned for the first time in Arabic literature in a 6th century poem. The origin of 
the word is obscure. The Arab tradition is that it comes from Salūq, an ancient town in 
Yemen near modern Ta’izz, and according to the rules of Arabic grammar it means a 
person or a thing belonging to Salūq and does not have the generic meaning of 
sighthound; but Professor Rex Smith, writing in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental 
& African Studies, has made a persuasive case for associating it rather with the 
Seleucid Empire of the 4th century BC to the beginning of the 1st century AD in what 
we now call Syria and Iraq. In Arabic Seleucid is Salūqī. Be that as it may the fact is 
that right across the Arabic-speaking world to this day the Arabs use the word Salūqī 
in literature to describe their hunting hound. The name has given rise to many 
discussions in the West, which often become arguments because they are based on 
different and conflicting understandings of the original Arabic, so as an Arabist I will 
clarify the background. 

The problem for Westerners is that Arabic varies widely between its written 
and spoken form or rather forms, because there are many dialects. While all Arabs 
would write Salūqī (m), Salūqīyya (f.) and Salaq or Sulqān (pl.) in exactly the same 
way and would read them aloud the same way, when they come to use them in 
everyday speech the pronunciation changes: the first vowel is elided and the letter 
‘qāf’’ becomes ‘gāf’’, so Sloo-gui (m.), Sloo-guiyya (f.) and Slaag (pl.), though the 
plural can take several different forms. On coming across these different words 
Westerners often without much more than a smattering of Arabic attempted to write 
down what they heard or thought they heard, using the orthography of either English 
or French. This explains why in the late 19th and early 20th centuries when British and 
French colonialists were coming into contact with these hounds, they gave them 
different names with widely different spellings. The British wrote it in a variety of 
ways. For example, Charles Belgrave, who was then living in the Siwa oasis in the 
Western Desert near the border with Libya, describes in his book on Siwa his 
feathered hounds as Silugi. Others spelt it Seleughi, Slughi, Salugi, Sluqi, and Sloughi 
but the founders of the breed club in Britain eventually settled on Saluki, while the 
French preferred Slougui or Sloughi but finally chose the latter. Their choice is 
particularly unfortunate for English-speakers because the letters ‘gh’ are normally not 
employed to transliterate the Arabic letter ‘qāf’ but the completely different letter – 
‘ghayn’ as in, for example, Maghrib.  
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Figure 3: Belgrave's hounds 

According to Przezdziecki in his book ‘Our Levriers’, the French occupation 
of the Maghrib that began in 1830 was confined for many years largely to the coastal 
areas, where the French found a hound that in those days they called a Slougui. It was 
only towards the end of the 19th century that they moved south among the nomads of 
the pre-Sahara where they found a different hound also called a Slougui. General 
Daumas, the French military administrator and explorer, was struck by the beauty of 
the desert hounds which he thought far superior to those of the Tell that were finding 
their way back to Europe. Daumas in ‘The horses of the Sahara’ describes the desert 
hound as follows: ‘He is tawny in colour and tall with a sharp muzzle, broad forehead, 
short ears and muscular neck; the muscles of the hindquarters being also very 
prominent. He has no belly, clean limbs, well detached sinews, the hock near the 
ground, the under part of the paw small and dry, the palate and the tongue black, and 
the hair very soft. Between the two ilia there should be the breadth of four fingers, and 
the tip of the tail should be able to pass under the thighs and reach the hip bone.’ It 
might have looked like this hound from near Marrakesh but sadly there is, as far as I 
am aware, no image of his Saharan type for us to know exactly how it looked. 
However I came across a rather puzzling engraving in a Swiss book called ‘Die 
Hunde Afrikas’ [The dogs of Africa], written at the end of the 19th century by a Swiss 
forester and cynologist called Max Siber, which challenges Daumas’ description. The 
engraving is of a hound that Siber describes as a feathered Sloughi, which he says was 
to be found among the Arabs of the desert around Tlemcen in Algeria, as well as in 
Arabia.  
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Figure 4: painting by Saint-Pierre of a feathered Sloughi 

Siber quotes another German source - ‘Die Zeitschrift fuer Ethnologie’ 
[Journal of Ethnology], which says that the feathered Sloughi that was widespread 
among the Arabs in the whole of the Maghrib, particularly southwest of Beled-el- 
Machsin, was not to be found among the Berbers.  

I have so far found no record of what has become of these feathered hounds 
but according to Przezdziecki from about that time the Sloughi underwent a drastic 
decline right across the Maghrib. He attributes this to persistent drought that forced 
the nomads out of the desert, when their whole lifestyle underwent a change and the 
Sloughi had no part to play in it. He maintains that the Saharan regions of Morocco 
were the last refuge of pure Sloughis, some with black coats, which he describes as 
identical with hounds from Syria and Jordan.  
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Figure 5: black hound from near Marrakech 

 
Figure 6: and a similar hound from Syria 

A Moroccan veterinarian, Dr Ali Miguil, who wrote his doctoral thesis on the 
Slougui in 1986, set out a number of other reasons for the decline, including the use of 
guns for hunting, the decrease in game, the movement of people to the town, and the 
ban on hunting with hounds. In conversation with me he said that the ban stemmed 
from a law introduced by the French colonialists in 1844 that had far-reaching 
consequences. According to the law hounds could be used only to protect livestock 
from predators. As a result, poor farmers, who could not afford the luxury of 
maintaining purebred hunting hounds that were not allowed to hunt and were shot if 
they did, turned to breeding a different animal capable of hunting in a pack aggressive 
predators such as jackal. The decline in the numbers of Slouguis also had a knock-on 
effect in that it became ever more difficult for breeders to find suitable dogs for their 
bitches to maintain the purity of the breed. Sometimes they would use whatever was 
available and provided that the offspring had enough of the characteristics of the 
Slougui, they called them Slouguis. If the crossbreeding was obvious they called them 
barhush in Arabic or berrouche in French. As Dr Miguil told me, they needed a dog 
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that was fast enough and strong enough to catch the jackal and were not too 
concerned with how it looked.  

Against this background I set out in 1992 on the first of several visits to 
Morocco and Tunisia to see the actual situation for myself. I had lived for two years 
in Morocco in the early 1960s, so I knew my way around the country quite well and 
was familiar with the language. On my first trip I interviewed the President of the 
Club Marocain du Slougui, two Moroccan veterinarians with Slougui expertise and 
many breeders as I photographed and filmed about 50 Slouguis in different parts of 
the country. I was told that by the mid-1970s the number of Slouguis in Morocco had 
fallen to 210, when some enthusiasts of the Moroccan Slougui Club began efforts to 
revive the breed. Since the mid-1980s an annual Sloughi (as the word is now spelt) 
show has been held in different parts of the country with financial rewards to those 
breeders whose hounds are successful in the ring. A Frenchwoman, Princess Ruspoli 
played a prominent role in this revival by gathering into her kennels outside 
Marrakech the finest specimens she could find in the country. Sadly she had died 
shortly before my visit there so I was not able to interview her personally. However 
Dr Miguil had discussed his doctoral thesis with her and she had given him lots of 
information and photographs, some of which he kindly passed on to me.  

The overall effect of these efforts over the last 20 years or so has been an 
increase in the number of Sloughis and, judging by the situation in the villages around 
Marrakech that I saw on my last two visits, in 2001 and 2004, the breed is in my 
opinion no longer under threat of extinction in Morocco. This revival has however a 
downside. I found that some of the breeders, who had hitherto bred exclusively for 
performance at hunting, were being influenced by the requirements of the ring. For 
example if they saw that a certain colour was favoured by the judges, they would 
breed for that colour; whereas colour does not of course play any role in hunting as it 
is practised today. I was shown a black hound that had won a first prize and the owner 
said he now bred only this colour. More seriously I found that breeders were keeping 
some hounds back from hunting for fear that injury would spoil their chances in the 
ring. It is of course well known that hunting hounds that do not hunt lose certain 
characteristics, since form follows function.  

 
Figure 7: Prize-winning black and fawn hound 
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I should add that the old French colonial law of 1844 remains in force in 
Morocco but is nowadays observed more in the breach under the present Moroccan 
authorities, who seem to turn a blind eye to hunting with Sloughis. Indeed when I was 
acting as technical adviser to a film team from National Geographic in Morocco in 
2001, I had no trouble in arranging hunts for hare and fox.  

 
Figure 8: Hunting scene 

In Tunisia, where it seems to me the Sloughi has sunk fairly low both in 
numbers and in quality, the situation is much more critical. In April 2000 I made a 
circular drive right round the country and am fairly confident from the enquiries I 
made that the Sloughi has virtually disappeared except in the south on the edge of the 
Sahara around Douze and the southwest near the Algerian border, where small 
numbers of generally poor quality hounds are still to be found. Douze has an annual 
camel festival at which they put on a show of Sloughis, so when I went there I was 
expecting to find some good hounds. I was very disappointed. A leading breeder, who 
told me he exported his hounds to France and Germany, showed me two of his brood 
bitches and they were small and poorly made.  

 
Figure 9: A brood bitch 
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Another well-known breeder had some better quality hounds but the best of 
them turned out to have been bred by a German resident in the north of Tunisia. 
Touring around in the surrounding area I saw other so-called Sloughis, some were 
only 19” at the shoulder, with very broad heads and thick necks; but their owners said 
they could hunt gazelle. During a chance visit to the small zoo in Tozeur I was 
intrigued to see painted in large letters on the wall of an enclosure the Arabic word 
Salūqī! On inspection I found several mature hounds of varying quality and a rather 
better young cream puppy. The red dog had a massive head with cropped ears and 
three stripes branded on his inside front leg. 

 
Figure 10: Zoo hounds 

I have not been to Algeria because of the insecurity in the areas south and 
southwest of Algiers where previously hunting with Sloughis had been practised. I 
have however read the doctoral thesis of the French veterinarian Bernard Giudicelli, 
who made an elaborate study of the Sloughi in Algeria in the mid-1970s, and I have a 
copy of a film made in 1989 by Algerian TV about Sloughis called ‘ For the sake of 
survival’. The film details the special position of the Sloughi in Arab tradition and its 
skill as a hunter. It contains some picturesque footage of a mounted hunter with a 
pack of Sloughis and a jackal hunt. The film deplores the disastrous decline of the 
Sloughi; and the instability over the last decade cannot have helped to arrest this 
trend. On the other hand I have some Arab friends from Qatar in the Gulf who fly 
every winter to a place in the deep south of Algeria for hunting. They take their own 
falcons with them but use local Sloughis, which indicates there are still some in the 
more remote desert areas. 

So I concentrate here on Morocco as I describe some of the customs of the 
breeders and the characteristics of typical hounds there. But first a word about 
something that you cannot see but only experience - temperament. Apart from a 
solitary hound I came across that was clearly used more as a watchdog, all the hounds 
in the small villages that I visited were very calm and easy to handle. They did not 
mind me as a stranger inspecting and measuring them. The Salūqī is respected all over 
the Arab world and is allowed rare privileges for a dog, such as sleeping inside the 
tent of the Bedouin and even licking the dishes. However in general it is rare for it to 
be allowed inside a house; whereas in Morocco by contrast I found the villagers not 
only allowed their hounds inside the house but also to sit on the cushions among the 
people.  
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Figure 11: Sloughi inside the house 

They seemed to have a very friendly relationship with their hounds, frequently 
stroking them. All the hounds are given names and care is taken with their breeding. 
Bitches in season are usually shut away somewhere secure. I was told of other rather 
painful methods of birth control but never saw them in practice. General Daumas 
made some similar remarks: ‘The Slougui alone enjoys the esteem, the consideration, 
the tender attention of his master….The couplings are as scrupulously superintended 
as those of their horses’. 

Elsewhere in the Arab world it is traditional to use henna to toughen the skin 
of the pads before hunting or to treat cuts afterwards and you frequently see hounds 
with orange feet. But in Morocco I saw some hounds that had been decorated with 
henna on their bodies. Two had a tree of life design down their back. Another had the 
hand of Fatima on its thigh to ward off the evil eye.  

 
Figure 12: Hennaed hound 

The application of henna is a long process. The dried henna root is first 
crushed into a green powder, which is then mixed with water to form a thick paste. 
This is applied to the feet and held in position by strips of cloth wrapped around with 
plastic bags to keep it moist. I was told this takes 24 hours! 
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Feeding: the owners are for the most part very poor farmers and their food is 
simple, with a lot of bread, semolina and vegetables; and the hounds do not fare any 
better, except when they are small puppies, when they may be given milk and eggs. 
Later olive oil becomes an important part of their diet and on the whole they do not 
look bad on such simple fare. 

Medical treatment is very rudimentary. The owners cannot afford to see a 
veterinarian, so unless they are given free anti-rabies shots by government or 
voluntary veterinarians, they tend to treat the hounds themselves with herbal 
remedies.  

Hunting: the Sloughi in Morocco is all about hunting and a Sloughi has to 
prove its ability to hunt if it is to survive. General Daumas describes the gradual 
training of the puppies, first at the age of 3-4 months on jerboa or desert rat, then at 5-
6 months on hare, after that on young gazelle until they reach full strength at one year. 
He adds however that they are not allowed to hunt regularly until they are 15-18 
months old.  But he goes on to make an interesting remark in respect of what we 
regard as a Sighthound that by a year old their sense of smell is developed and they 
can follow the gazelle by its tracks. They do not get much opportunity today to 
exercise this ability and I did not find that hunters bothered with such a prolonged 
training regime: they simply start taking the hounds out when they are about 10 
months old and let them run with an older hound from which they learn what to do.  

 
Figure 13: Hunters walking up in Morocco 

Hunting used to be done on horseback but is now usually done by small 
parties of men and boys walking up in line mainly for hare; but if a jackal or a wolf is 
threatening livestock they organise a drive under a headman, with the beaters 
advancing towards the concealed hounds. I heard of a large type of Sloughi used by 
Berbers on horseback to hunt boar, something like the large dog I was shown in one 
village which they said incidentally was 14 years old – a remarkable age in a society 
where Sloughis do not usually survive much beyond 5 or 6 years, when they can no 
longer hunt efficiently. 
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Figure 14: Large brindle hound 

Physical characteristics: on the whole the Sloughis are smaller and often 
stockier than those found in the West, with dogs reaching up to 25-26” at the shoulder 
and bitches 23-24”, though as I said in Tunisia some were as small as 19”. The 
hounds sleep in outhouses or rough kennels and spend most of the day inside the 
compound of their owner, but are let out for exercise a couple of times a day. They 
are not groomed in any way and the hair feels rather harsher. Dr Miguil said that he 
found some longhaired Slouguis in two areas in the north of Morocco, but whether 
these were relics of those that once existed or whether they were the result of 
crossbreeding is not clear. I did not see any myself. The hounds have very strong feet 
with thick pads that enable them to run over the most vicious terrain without damage. 

Colours: the most common colours are brindle in various shades, sandy, black 
and sandy with or without pips over the eyes, and red, but you also see some cream 
hounds with black masks and pure white. I saw a puppy at the Roman site of 
Volubilis that was a most attractive but unusual colour, with black masking gold. 
Occasionally they have a small white patch on the chest.  

Ears: in a survey of over 100 Slouguis in 1986/7, Dr Miguil found that about 
60% had turned back ears. I found that such ears were much less frequent, though 
about 20% had either turned back ears or one or both ears standing away from the 
head. In Tunisia, as in the Kurdish areas of Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran, ear cropping 
is common so that you cannot tell how the ear might hang. Some ears are rather short 
and do not reach to the corner of the mouth. Although breeders maintained, as did 
General Daumas, that the tail should be long enough to go through the back legs and 
reach up to the spine, some tails are shorter. Bodies give an impression of being 
square but measurement shows them to be generally slightly taller than long. Heads 
vary a lot from very broad between the ears – 5 fingers – to 4 fingers. I did not see 
any hounds with the black palate and tongue described by Daumas. In Tunisia I saw 
instances of branding with 3 parallel stripes on the legs. I was told this was normal 
across the border in Algeria and was done to prevent cramps and to make the hound 
run faster. General Daumas said that both forelegs were generally branded with 5 
lines “to harden the muscles”, but I did not come across any instances in Morocco. 
[Insert photo #15 – Tunisian branded hound with cropped ears] 

Dr Peter Savolainen of Stockholm University has been researching for some 
years the origins of dogs, using mtDNA. He and his colleagues have already 
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published some preliminary results suggesting that all dogs descend from wolves 
domesticated in East Asia probably about 15,000 BC or possibly 40,000 years BC. On 
the basis of a rather small sample he has also found some differences between the 
various breeds of Sighthounds. Over the last couple of years he has widened his 
research to include a study of male DNA. I and many others have gathered samples 
for him in a number of countries. I also arranged for a veterinarian in Morocco to send 
him a collection of samples. It will take some time yet for him to analyse and publish 
the results but it is hoped that this research will eventually shed new and more 
scientifically-based light on questions that are important not only for our knowledge 
of the origins of our various breeds but also for their long and close relationship with 
mankind.    
 


